
When a major supermarket chain approached us for a 
new catering facility at their central distribution centre, we 
managed the entire process from design to full 
commissioning. Our service and maintenance response to 
that facility showcased our skill and quick response times. 
We were consequently awarded the contract to provide 
service to their remaining 21 distribution centres.
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success.
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Project Overview
Scobie McIntosh were appointed to design, manufacture and install 
a large catering operation in a new central distribution centre for a 
major UK supermarket chain.

Successfully installed, the subsequent quality of Scobie’s a� er sales 
customer care saw the client invite Scobie to tender for the planned 
and reactive service and maintenance of the site.

Scobie McIntosh were successfully awarded this contract. Based on 
the high level of client care and professionalism displayed we were 
subsequently awarded the contract to service and maintain the 
remaining 21 distribution centres throughout the UK.

Deliverables
  Value added planned maintenance contract

   24-hour breakdown and technical support

   Reactive maintenance repairs

   Full detailed site survey of each location

   GPS asset tracking system

Business Challenge

Scobie Service controllers were initially unable to receive service 
calls directly from site, but were processed through the client’s 
central control centre. � is meant that the equipment down-time 
was prohibitive to store productivity. To solve this challenge, we 
ensured that all the calls were allocated immediately through to our 
service control o�  ce.

Further challenges faced by our Service Engineers on call was the 
variation of equipment for service and repair on the numerous 
sites. Our engineers found obtaining the correct manufacturers 
information during a service call was challenging.

Case Study:
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UK Major Supermarket Chain
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Scobie McIntosh was contracted 
by one of the UK’s major 
supermarket chains to provide 
maintenance to their catering 
facilities. We delivered first class 
technical solutions, 
offering a full service portfolio 
from planned maintenance and 
asset monitoring to 24-hour break 
down support.
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To overcome this, we rolled out hand-held 3G enabled devices 
to all our engineers to enable a rapid two-way means of 
communication. As a result, response times have been signi� cantly 
reduced. 

In using the hand-held 3G devices, we were further able to 
support breakdowns occurring onsite. A number of breakdowns 
require replacement parts. Our technology enables spare parts 
to be ordered directly from site by our engineer straight to our 
warehouse operation, via the 3G device. Parts are delivered by 
overnight courier directly to the engineer for immediate a� ention. 
Once again, this has reduced equipment down-time and minimises 
any potential loss of business to the client.

Solutions

Planned Maintenance

  Issued service contracts that suits client’s business needs

  Regular scheduled servicing and maintenance

  Managing equipment downtime

Reactive Maintenance Repair

  Contracted 24-hour support service, manned by industry 
trained and quali� ed sta� 

  Comprehensive workshop facility where major overhauls and 
rebuilds are carried out to the highest standards

  Control Warehouse with fully stocked spare parts

Asset Monitoring

  Delivered GPS tracking for engineers

 Implementation of a RFID tracking system to control the 
movement of high-value assets in and out of the hub

The Result
� rough successfully winning a tender and delivering consistently 
on service and maintenance, Scobie McIntosh demonstrated a more 
e�  cient and comprehensive solution to the client. 

Whether you require 
routine maintenance, 
fabric works or a full scale 
refurbishment, we have all 
the necessary skills to 
deliver the service. 
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